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After a near-fatal blow, Religinon resurrects its global religious enterprise 
by transforming itself into a religion, claiming it has the answer to all life’s 
problems and can lead its members to immortality via its spiritual journey 
“to infinity and beyond.”  

Detective Richard Lingscheit knows better.  Rick’s been investigating the 
human tragedy left in Religinon’s wake for years, including his own.  But, 
no matter how airtight his cases are, Religinon always manages to sidestep 
conviction – using religious bigotry as its primary defense – no matter how 
much rock-solid evidence is presented.  He’s one of the few cops left on the 
Tinselton P.D. who hasn’t been corrupted by Religinon.  But, they’re gunning 
for him.  And he knows they won’t quit until they convert him, or kill him.  

Lieutenant Guy Thomas knows Religinon is so criminal that it has run the 
mob out of the casinos and compromised the Tinselton judiciary.  He’s heard 
Religinon lawyers bragging that they own his department.  To make matters 
worse, they own his daughter’s mind, and there isn’t a damn thing he can do 
about it.  He walks a fine line between depression and paranoia.  

High-risk litigator Graham von Berren didn’t know what he was getting 
into when he accepted his first Religinon-victim case.  But, he learned quick-
ly when his law partners were scared off and he was driven into bankruptcy.  
He’s convinced that Religinon gets away with its Wild West tactics because it 
scares its victims witless and most don’t have the deep pockets to retain their 
own hired guns.  Religinon has left him with absolutely nothing left to lose.  

Welcome to 1984.  The future has arrived. 
        BARCODE CHERYL SOLA

  
Religinon, the world’s most nefarious 

pseudo-religious cult, is a quasi-religious phi-
losophy, which applies its peculiar fusion of 
pseudo-scientific principles, eastern religious 
doctrines, occult practices, and thought ref-
ormation techniques (collectively known as 
SpiritPower Technology®) to the problems of 
the human spirit-soul for the rehabilitation of 
one’s alleged dormant god-like powers, claim-
ing it has merged science with religion and, in 
so doing, solved the world’s number one prob-
lem:  You!    
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